Fabrication errors in traveling wave structures result in non-axissymmetric RF fields that couple to the rf drive at the fundamental mode frequency. We calculate the excitation of the dipole mode and the integrated effect on the beam, using the thin iris and small hole approximation.
INTRODUCTION
An advantage commonly claimed for structures with circular symmetry is that the accelerating kick is independent of transverse position, and no transverse deflection results from the fundamental accelerating mode. Here we calculate the correction to this statement resulting from misalignment of the accelerating cells during the fabrication process. The resulting tolerance on fabrication errors is qualitatively different from the wellknown limit deriving from the loss in no-load voltage from cell detuning [l] . While the effect is small for conventional accelerator applications, it could be significant for applications requiring low-emittance beams, and for structures of small dimension, where mechanical alignment is difficult.
We consider an n-cell travelling wave structure as a stack of coupled cavities, as illustrated in Fig.1 . To calculate the cell-to-cell coupling in the general case,
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we consider first a mode A of a closed lossless cell, for which Maxwell's Equations may be expressed as, In the general case of multiple cells, one has a chain of coupled oscillators. Including the perturbation due to wall-losses, one finds that the k-th interior cell satisfies, For a perfectly tuned structure driven at the design frequency O , the mode amplitude, takes the form, eol = eo1e -y(k-l), with Fje+r, 8 the design phaseadvance per cell, and r the damping decrement per cell.
The accelerating or "no-load" voltage may be expressed as V,, = %Glej", with t the arrival time at the first cell, and with T = sin((p/2)/(q1/2) and q=oUc the transit angle at the drive frequency. By design, travelling-wave structures are operated at synchronism 8=q, so that Gl = ( E o l~T ) e j~' 2~o , In the normal development of the subject of dipole modes, it would be natural at this point to extend the formulation to include excitation by the beam in a multi-cell structure. However, our interest is not beam-excitation of dipole modes, but excitation by the externally driven fundamental mode.
CELL MISALIGNMENT
We consider next a multi-cell structure with misalignments, parameterized as illustrated in Fig. 2 , all ck-xk to the machining accuracy of the cups, while the cell-to-cell offsets are roughly independent. Note that each of these approximate equalities places the emphasis on post-machining assembly, where the largest errors occur in practice. Figure: 2 With respect to a reference axis (solid line), cell k has offset ck, while the kth iris (on the upstream side of cell k) is offset by xk from the axis.
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To compute the dipole mode excitation in cell k, let us first fix attention on the downstream port. We will work to lowest order in misalignments, neglecting quadrupole and higher modes, and neglecting too the perturbation to the fundamental mode from the dipole mode. In the absence of a port the discontinuity in tangential magnetic field from the TM, , , mode alone is It is the zeroth Fourier component in iris-centered azimuth of this term that determines the normal magnetic field threading the port, and this is just the average over the coupling iris, ( M~) = 3 E~,~~, ( skG1 -ak+~@;'), In this form the result permits simple, practical estimates. For example, taking an 11.4GHz structure, operated in 2d3-mode, with dXO.16, we find L-0.88cm, R'lcm, d0.42cm, and 615cm. Thus a l p m average offset between iris and cell center, in a lOOMeV accelerating section, can produce a maximum kick of 7~10-~MeV/c, or a 0.6 pad deflection for a lGeV beam. This kick is reduced to zero as the beam approaches the accelerating crest.
CONCLUSIONS
We have quantified a new alignment tolerance on accelerating structures, arising from cross-talk between the fundamental and dipole modes, occuring when cylindrical symmetry is broken due to fabrication errors.
